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Abstract. Since the standard error backpropagation algorithm for
supervised learning was shown biologically implausible, alternative models of training that use only local activation variables have been proposed.
In this paper we present a novel algorithm called UBAL, inspired by the
GeneRec model. We shortly describe the model and show the performance of the algorithm for XOR and 4-2-4 problems.
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In search for an alternative to error backpropagation [5], considered to be
biologically implausible [1], O’Reilly proposed the GeneRec model [4]. Instead
of propagating error values, neuron activation is propagated in GeneRec bidirectionally. The weight update is based on the diﬀerence in the net activation in the
minus phase (producing output from input) and the plus phase (desired value
is “clamped” on the output layer and the activation spread back to the hidden
layer). Building on this principle, we proposed the BAL model [3] for bidirectional heteroassociative mappings, but failed to reach 100% convergence on the
canonical 4-2-4 encoder task despite extensive experimental tuning [2]. As an
improvement, we propose the Universal Bidirectional Activation-based Learning
(UBAL) algorithm with additional learning parameters enabling the model to
perform also unidirectional association tasks such as classiﬁcation. As GeneRec,
our model uses activation state diﬀerences, but with separate weight matrices
M and W for each direction of activation ﬂow. The activation is propagated in
four phases (Fig. 1).
As outlined in Table 1, in the forward prediction phase FP, the input is presented
to layer p and the activation spreads to layer q and vice versa for the backward
prediction BP. Additionally, there are echo activation phases (FE and BE) in
which the network’s previous outputs q FP and pBP are echoed back to p and q
through weights M and W , respectively.
The learning rule in Eqs. 1 and 2 takes as inputs intermediate terms t (target)
and e (estimate) from Table 2.
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Fig. 1. Activation propagation in a network with input-output layers x and y and one
hidden layer.

Table 1. Activation propagation rules, p and q denote two layers of the network
connected by weight matrices W and M . Symbols b and d denote the biases and σ
stands for the standard logistic activation function.
Direction and phase Term Value

Forward prediction qjFP
σ( i wij pFP
+ bj )
i

Forward echo
pFE
σ( j mji qjFP + di )
i

Backward prediction pBP
σ( j mji qjBP + di )
i

Backward echo
qjBE σ( i wij pBP
+ bj )
i

Table 2. Deﬁnition of terms used in the learning rule.
Term name

Term Value

Forward target

tF
j

βqF qjFP + (1 − βqF )qjBP

Forward estimate

eF
j

γqF qjFP + (1 − γqF )qjBE

Backward target

tB
i
eB
i

βpB pBP
+ (1 − βpB )pFP
i
i

Backward estimate

γpB pBP
+ (1 − γpB )pFE
i
i

F
F
Δwij = λ tB
i (tj − ej )

(1)

B
B
Δmij = λ tF
j (ti − ei )

(2)
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The learning rate λ and parameters β (target prediction strength) and γ
(estimate prediction strength) used in the learning rule terms in Table 2 drive
the network learning. Depending on their values the network can accomplish
diﬀerent tasks.
In Fig. 2 we present results from experiments with the 4-2-4 encoder indicating that using a reasonable learning rate the network always converges to a
solution. Unlike its predecessor BAL, given a certain parameter setup (Table 3),
UBAL converges in the XOR task as shown in Fig. 3. Preliminary results from
further experiments suggest that UBAL could get us closer towards a biologically
plausible alternative to error backpropagation.
Table 3. Parameters β a γ in our experiments, β B = 1 − β F .
4-2-4 Encoder
X—H—Y

XOR
X—H—Y

β F 1.0 – 0.5 – 0.0 0.01 – 1.0 – 0.0
γF

0.5 – 0.5

0.0 – 0.0

γB

0.5 – 0.5

0.0 – 0.0
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Fig. 2. Results from 4-2-4 encoder experiments with varying λ (1000 nets). Success
rate indicates how many networks were able to learn the task with 100% accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Results from XOR experiments with varying hidden layer size (1000 nets) and
λ = 0.2. Maximum training epochs: 20000.
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